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INTRODUCTION  
Today, when technology has entered every aspect of our lives, it 

has also changed the fields of graphic design. Digital technology 

has emerged in various fields of graphic design and daily life and 

reshaped the traditional aspects of this field with today's 

conditions. It has presented it to our users in different ways in a 

more efficient way by using technology. With the development of 

digital technology, it renews itself and leaves its traditional 

direction to technological changes. The most important of these 

areas has been graphic design. The growth of the computer, one of 

the necessary components of digital technology, has resulted in the 

formation of new forms of production in the sectors of art, design, 

and communication, laying the groundwork for the changes to 

come. Designers and artists, who started to use technology and 

computers in line with their needs, started to give more importance 

to technological developments as their tendencies in this field 

increased. 

Entering the year 2000, the rapid spread of computers in our 

country accelerated the development of digital illustration art. The 

continuous updating and development of computer hardware and 

software add new vitality to digital illustration. Digital illustration, 

which has more shapes and styles than traditional illustration, has 

not only attracted the public's attention but also changed the 

aesthetic tendency of the audience. Despite the positive effects of 

technological advances leading to the proliferation of illustration 

design, excessive interest in technology has led to a tendency to 

"copy," which is one of the adverse effects of digital illustration 

design. This study has conducted a discussion against the 

background that the rapid development of technology has brought 

change to modern illustration art. The most successful use of 

digital illustration in advertising is in poster design. The content of 

the advertising poster mainly uses the image of the product or 

object expressed through photographs or realistic illustrations. This 

kind of digital illustration can be used in banner design in various 

artistic ways, such as segmentation and exaggeration of color and 

structure comparison, which can create a better design element. 

Various artistic processing and filter effects provided by computer 

graphic design software can quickly realize the artistic processing 

of graphics and images. The designer represents the product and 

gives an exciting scene according to the purpose. The illustration is 

a way of using the language of visuals. Influenced by computer 

technology, the art of illustration has undergone tremendous 

changes. Its concept, mode of expression, field of application, and 

aesthetic feelings diverge from the past. The improvement of 
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Abstract 

This study will detail the effects of computer-based graphic design on illustration in poster 

works. The understanding of art has evolved from ancient times to the present, giving rise to 

design works. With the development of the internet and computer technologies in the 20th 

century, the understanding of design has also changed. The impact of computer technology on 

the drawings in poster works will be highlighted in this study as how they began in the 1950s 

and 1960s and developed throughout the century. Especially in the 1990s, technological 

developments offered new technical possibilities to art and artists. The production of computer-

aided unique designs and illustrations began. The study's evaluation portion will cover the 

technical aspects of the illustrations seen in the posters created by well-known historical 

designers. The examples presented throughout the study cover the effects of computer-based 

graphic design in the 20th century on the illustration in poster works. 
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material and cultural life and the development of society provide 

favorable conditions for the development of illustrations and can 

also let people see the development potential and excellent 

prospects of the combination of illustrations and computerized 

image processing technology. Computerized image processing 

technology has given illustrations a richer formal language and 

emotional meaning. 

People today lack the "stimulation" from patterns and colors 

because everyone reads visuals instead of words. Although these 

intricate illustration patterns first capture viewers' attention, too 

numerous and frequent appearances put viewers under 

psychological pressure. It might even make people feel 

uncomfortable when it occurs during a hectic time. That is why 

posters are more popular than other forms of design. They 

highlight the most fundamental features of things with a few 

simple touches and enable people to access the information they 

need quickly. Poster designers organize symbols, images, and 

typography to make the message they want to convey more 

understandable (OSKOUEI, 2018). In addition to making 

announcements, poster designers also consider artistic concerns. 

Once used as a presentation tool, posters can also be found on 

bulletin boards. The poster is a powerful communication tool 

because it conveys the message to the target audience quietly and 

professionally (DELIDUMAN & ÇAKMAK, 2017). In terms of 

graphic design, illustration has become essential in poster design. 

Since illustration consists of drawings, it has a more striking and 

impressive appearance. Illustration designs have developed and 

changed over time and have become increasingly popular. 

Different approaches have been achieved by using illustrations on 

posters (GEDĠK & TAġÇIOĞLU, 2018). 

1. POSTER DESIGN IN THE 20TH CENTURY 

The Industrial Revolution brought technological changes to the 

West in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and 

industrial production began to shape the lives of millions of people. 

One of the changes brought by the Industrial Age was the decrease 

in the production cost of printing materials (BEKTAġ, 1992, p. 

13). The early 20th-century movements Cubism, Futurism, Dada, 

Surrealism, De Stijl, Suprematism, and Constructivism, impacted 

graphic design. (BECER, 2009, p. 101). 

From flyers to giant billboards, the poster has developed as a 

continuous part of the urban fabric by forming the pictorial 

backdrop of the urban street decor in every change. Early 

twentieth-century flags were made to be viewed up close by 

persons walking and driving slowly during the day. In today's fast-

moving traffic, billboards with 24 printed pages or enormous visual 

signs and graphics are instantly recognizable from a distance. In 

addition, the repetition of 10 medium-sized billboards two or three 

times on billboards in our country reflects the concern about being 

perceived by the receptive audience in a fast-flowing environment. 

Glasgow favored more pragmatic design and provided an essential 

bridge to 20th-century aesthetics. The Glasgow school significantly 

influenced the whole of Europe, especially the Viennese style 

(FISKE, 1996). 

Wars, economic innovations, collapses, and political, technical, 

and scientific revolutions changed the course of human history and 

fortunes throughout the 20th Century. Due to these global events, 

poster designs have evolved to represent the historical processes 

witnessed. The value of poster design has remained constant 

throughout the last Century. Because institutions and organizations 

have always tried to communicate with the public, it seems they 

will continue to do so. Only the need for certain types of posters is 

changing. While no one type of poster has completely lost its 

importance, there are times when some types of posters are more 

necessary than others. 

In conclusion, posters have at times changed how society makes 

decisions and behaves and the historical processes that civilization 

has gone through. They have even helped the development of 

subsequent eras. For this reason, it would be helpful to look at the 

important events that shaped the 20th Century because historical 

processes have shaped the concerns, ideas, and techniques 

discussed in the following subheading that impact the evolution of 

graphic design. 

 

1.J. M. Flagg – “I Want You for U.S. Army” poster (1917). 

Created by James Montgomery Flagg in 1917, towards the end of 

World War I, the "I Want You for the United States Army" poster 

has since become a cult classic. Flagg is the "Uncle Sam" figure in 

this poster, known worldwide. The purpose of the poster is to 

recruit soldiers for the army. The "Uncle Sam" figure continues to 

represent the American people today. With this propaganda design, 

Flagg aimed to increase army participation and encourage the 

American people (KULAKOĞLU, 2019). Uncle Sam confidently 

shows himself to the poster's audience and conveys his message 

directly. In this way, the audience that the advertisement is aiming 

for is directly related to America and a soldier. The colors of the 

American flag dominate the design. Since these are the colors of 

the American flag, they stand out as colors that the public 

recognizes and can attract their attention. The selection of color is 

not arbitrary; it directly affects the culture to which the public is 

exposed or connected. (KULAKOĞLU, 2019). 
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2. Lucian Bernhard, Das ist der Weg zum Frieden -die Feinde 

wollen es so! Darum zeichne, (1917) 

Lucian Bernhard created a poster in 1917 to raise money for the 

war that reflected these perspectives, featuring a clenched fist 

covered in armor, an image of the old German warrior spirit, and a 

Gothic type evoking medieval Germany. The Nazis thought that 

only works of traditional gothic literature could adequately capture 

the purity of the nation. Gothic writing was not only used by the 

Third Reich to convey the propaganda message; it also served as 

the message. One of the slogans used over their banners was "Feel 

German, Think German, Speak German, Even Your Writing 

Should Be in German."  

As witnessed throughout history, all political parties need certain 

symbols to support their views. According to Elicker (2009:57), 

political parties and party leaders often use symbols or accessories 

to communicate with the public or distinguish themselves from 

their environment. In this instance, the party that employs the most 

symbols almost identifies with it and is forced to embrace it. 

Indeed, the Roman Emperors influenced the Nazis in the early 20th 

Century is evident in their use of the iconography of outstretched 

arms and clenched fists on the chest. According to Heller & Vienne 

(2013:22), the communists inherited the clenched fist emblem from 

the Paris Commune of 1871. According to cultural historian 

Lincoln Cushing, the fist "has always been part of something: 

either holding a tool, carrying a sign or in motion." 

 

3. (Side by side Britannia) poster. 

The same poster style was used to persuade the American public 

during World War II and came to represent an era and a nation. 

Nazi Germany's propaganda department also covered the walls 

with posters during World War II to inspire and win over the 

population. "Graphic design had a clear and specific purpose 

during and in the years following the Second World War: to create 

propaganda, camouflage and information design for the military 

and civilians". Propaganda was primarily used through posters to 

call for war and establish psychological superiority with the impact 

of two major wars in the first half of the 20th Century. In addition 

to propaganda, poster designers contribute to government 

endeavors to increase the standard of living in various countries. 

 

l 4. Ludwig Hohlwein, Deutsche Lufthansa (1936). 

Ludwig Hohlwein's use of textural elements in wide shots lends 

distinction and creativity to the narrative, despite the stylistic 

similarities with the Beggarstaff brothers' work. According to 

Clark (1997:134), a black soldier serving in the American armed 

forces served as the icon of the poster during the Second World 

War. The soldier is shown as a primitive vandal who took one of 

ancient art's most iconic artifacts, the Venus of Milo, as a trophy. 

 

5. Gino Boccasile, Anti-American Poster, (1941-1945).  

There are many parallels between World War II and World War I 

poster design. These similarities are due to the use of stereotypes in 

propaganda to influence people's attitudes, behaviors and thoughts. 

The most well-known are the images of spiders or octopuses, 

which designers widely used in their posters during the Second 

World War (ÇELIKER, 2014). 
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A poster is used frequently and repeatedly on the target audience to 

attract attention or reinforce the message. Repetition is a technique 

used in the visuals used in poster designs to increase the impact of 

these expectations. John Fiske's explanations reveal a similar tactic. 

Fiske contends that an artistic output will repeat itself more in form 

and content the more broadly accepted and accessible it is. Using 

quotation techniques like pastiche and parody would not be 

improper to create this repetition. In this way, it is possible to 

guarantee that the quoted work will be recognized. In this way, by 

referencing or quoting another work of art, a poster can speak to it, 

come to terms with it, or vice versa. This approach guarantees the 

repetition of the referenced work, keeping the viewer's attention on 

the vital archetypal images and maintaining the clarity of the 

poster's message for any poster (FISKE, 1996, p. 30). 

After World War II, the poster industry entered a new era thanks to 

increased production, and rising and developing brands in the 

countries that emerged victorious from the war. Due to the 

promotional demands of companies, the poster became an essential 

form of advertising and developed as a separate art form in the 

1970s. Post-modernism developed in the 1980s, and at the turn of 

the Century, artists were experimenting with using computer 

programs to create digital poster art. Today, poster art continues to 

revolutionize how we communicate, express ourselves, and 

promote ideas, belief systems, products, services, travel 

destinations, and more. 

2. POSTER AND ILLUSTRATION RELATION 

The illustration is the process of accurately transmitting ideas and 

messages to the target audience and transforming them into visual 

elements. The illustration is a kind of expression, interpretation, 

and communication that is utilized in a variety of mediums and 

compellingly conveys ideas. Influencing the target audience 

enables a concept or message to achieve good results (GEDĠK & 

TAġÇOLU, 2018). Becer claims that illustrations are a broad term 

for all items that represent and interpret linguistic aspects like 

titles, slogans, or text. Painting, collage, and computer applications 

are employed in addition to the drawing and painting instruments 

used in the creation of illustrations (ÇEKEN, ÇĠÇEKLĠ VE 

ERSAN, 2018). Illustrations can also be used to solve problems, 

make comments, amuse audiences, provide knowledge, and tell 

stories. Given its useful characteristics, it plays a significant role in 

a variety of sectors (BALDAġ VE ĠPEK, 2017). 

The goal of illustration, a component of graphic design, is to make 

sure that individuals from various linguistic and cultural 

backgrounds can readily understand the message being sent when 

they view the image and are informed on the topic. These days, 

illustrations are a common sight in publications including books, 

posters, magazine and newspaper articles, and product packaging. 

Additionally, pictograms utilized for communication can be found 

in airports, motorways, and subway systems (ATABEY, 2010). 

The main way that illustrations differ from paintings is that they 

are intended to convey information or a message. On the other 

hand, since paintings are done to make a work, they might not have 

any function. Illustrations that are unique, interpretive, and 

conceptually strong using an artistic language and are more 

powerful. According to Deliduman and Cakmak (2017), the 

illustrations should be in keeping with the typeface and subject 

matter. According to Aslan Odabası (2014), the Greek word 

"graphic" (grafikos or graphein) is used to describe writing, 

patterns, drawing pictures, and signs. A broad range of disciplines 

makes up the visual art of graphic design. It covers art 

management, information technology, typography, and other 

creative disciplines. By printing text and images that represent 

ideas or using other techniques, the graphic design offers an 

impressive visual representation. The content creates consistency 

with language and images so that the message can be 

comprehended, which facilitates communication (AMBROSE & 

HARRĠS, 2012). Graphic design is the depiction of an idea through 

the use of techniques including painting, photography, and 

sketching (ARIKAN, 2008). Graphic design differs from other art 

forms in that it prepares design goods like posters, ads, brochures, 

and books for printing. With the advancement of technology, the 

graphic design develops a visual language of communication 

(ODABAġ, 2006). Graphic design's primary purpose is to spread a 

message and advertise a good or service. Technology has made it 

possible for visual materials produced with the aid of computers to 

take the place of printed materials as significant components of 

graphic design. The designer should closely follow new advances 

and technology because he uses materials to convey the message 

he wants to communicate to the target audience. due to the yearly 

changes and advancements in technology (GÜZEL, 2014). Graphic 

designers frequently utilize posters to convey powerful messages to 

their target audience. Sometimes realistic, other times fantastical, 

are the images on the posters. The target audience is drawn to it 

when it is creatively crafted. Because the designer alters the visual 

stuff he creates to make it appear more different than it is. The 

illustration is utilized in children's books, packaging, brochures, 

labels, posters, and other graphic design projects. Children are 

typically drawn to illustrations because they entertain and educate 

them. 

3. THE USAGE OF ILLUSTRATIONS IN POSTERS 

One of the effective communication tools used in the advertising 

industry to reach a large target audience and provide a clear 

message is the poster. It is described as a component of visual 

communication design. With the development of new 

communication techniques over time, posters which were initially 

employed to communicate announcements began to be utilized for 

advertising purposes. Today, cities and even neighborhoods are 

created using models that take into account aspects like cultural, 

economic, and political factors. 

In the United States, the connection between a poster and an 

artwork dates back to 1950. American poster designs often convey 

a textual message and are based on fundamental commercial 

requirements. It departs from the European poster design strategy 

at this point. Due to its economic intent and the low standard it 

demanded, it was not thought to have artistic merit. However, 

several New York designers in the 1950s took a more conceptual 

approach to illustration, and from this point forward, illustrations 

in posters became fairly popular. It is regarded as the most dazzling 

time in illustration history. 
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An illustration is unified by artists like Milton Glaser, Seymour 

Chwast, and Reynolds Ruffins, among others. 

 

6. Bob Dylan poster design by Milton Glaser 

American graphic designer Milton Glaser, who was born in New 

York in 1929, is best known for creating the "I Love New York" 

logo and the "Bob Dylan" poster. He has established himself as a 

leading figure in illustration, typography, and decoration today. 

 

7. Poster design by Seymour Chwast 

Seymour Chwast, a designer who was born in New York in 1931, 

gives the conventional graphic notion a fresh, modern 

interpretation. 

Since the 1950s, illustration and posters have seen numerous 

technological advancements and adjustments, providing the 

designer with numerous chances to express his ideas. Today, a 

method we call digital is quite popular as an alternative to 

techniques like watercolor, pastel, and airbrush. Designers are free 

to make their designs in line with their aesthetics (ÇITAV,2015). 

4. 20TH-CENTURY COMPUTER-BASED GRAPHIC 

DESIGN AND THE USAGE OF ILLUSTRATION 

IN POSTERS 

The illustration employed in posters has been considerably 

impacted by subsequent technical advancements and the increasing 

usage of the internet. An illustration is frequently used in poster 

designs today with the use of computers and other design tools. 

Illustrations can now be created in the digital age without being 

constrained by application techniques. This circumstance has 

helped designers establish a variety of unique and personal visual 

languages. As a result, illustration has grown in significance and is 

being used more frequently in graphic design products. Poster art 

has also been impacted by this condition. Numerous artists have 

begun to create their applications using digital or hybrid methods. 

They have got the chance to share the posters they have created 

around the entire world because of the widespread availability of 

the internet. The globe has already become more globalized in this 

day and age of widespread communication. Some claim that the 

popularity of poster designs has declined with time, although they 

are still created today. There are various types of illustration use 

that may be seen in poster designs if it has been decided to use an 

illustration. 

The technique of creating illustrations has also been significantly 

impacted by technological advancements. The advantages offered 

by advances in computer technology have started to be employed 

more frequently in the field of illustration in addition to traditional 

drawing tools. The illustration is now made incredibly convenient 

by a variety of design tools, including drawing tablets and 

programs like Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator. 

New illustration options, possibilities, methods, and techniques 

have emerged thanks to digital technology. Computers have 

elevated other disciplines like the illustration to a more equal 

position with design and given them access to a variety of technical 

capabilities (ZEEGEN & CRUSH, 2005, P. 76). With the help of 

digital technology, the illustrator now has more creative freedom. 

The ability to quickly evaluate alternatives for the work and make 

more adjustments than with traditional illustration approaches is 

made possible by digital illustration. 

Digital illustration, which combines all illustration techniques, also 

provides the option for unlimited duplication and undamaged 

storage. The use of digital illustration is seen as a creative tool. If a 

designer is an adept program user and possesses creativity 

expertise, they can create anything they can dream of because the 

computer handles the technical and craftsmanship phases. 

 

8. Shutter poster 
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The Shutter poster was created using Illustrator, Photoshop, a 

photocopier, and manual effort (GEDIK, 2017).  

CONCLUSION 

This article examines the illustrations used in poster design, their 

methods, and how they relate to one another. By researching the 

development of posters and graphics over the course of the 20th 

century, from traditional to digital media. The advent of the 

computer at that time and the development of design-specific 

software contribute to this evolution. Label design gained 

creativity from computer-based design, and it became simple to 

integrate various manual and digital technologies.  

The usage of graphics in illustrations, which persuade the target 

audience with their more spectacular and striking qualities, has 

increased the role of illustration in poster design. The effective use 

of color in the design leaves a good first impression. The 

placement, size, and style of the typeface should all be taken into 

account. Must be positioned correctly to avoid drawing attention 

from the crowd. 

This article concludes that design has existed since antiquity and 

that the advancement of printing and, subsequently, computers 

contributed to the advancement of poster design and illustration. 

The use of computer-generated visuals improved the poster's 

design for the audience. The ease of copying in computer design 

harmed the creative components of this expansion, but positive 

aspects are what is needed. 

This article presents numerous examples of poster design using 

various approaches and how they have changed over time from 

antiquity to the present, as well as how computer illustration is 

used in these posters. 
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